SETTING UP 200M TOGGLE LINE
1.

Set up the 200m Drummers line rope reel on the Eastern bank at the Drummers toggle line.

2.

Drag the rope all the way to the Western bank and then signal the East side.

3.

The East side should then attach the Eastern end clip to the Eye-bolt on the concrete wall,
approx. 3 retaining panels from the white markings for the Start Line.
(Note need 2 x people on the shoreline for this)

4.

Pull the Western end of the rope taut and tie it off to the eye bolt on the West wall.

5.

Attach Drummers toggles to the main line, starting with Red on lane one.

6.

Fix five or six weights to the main line to submerge it all the way across.
NOTE: you must ensure the line is submerged to 1.5 meters and not
at the surface on either side of the lake, this creates a hazard for
other lake users.

7.

Attach the Sweeps toggles to the buoys. When attaching toggles pass the clip through the rope
loop on the buoy then clip back onto the toggle line.

8.

Reverse this order at the end of racing.

Note:
 Both the East and West eye bolts for the 200m Start Line are attached to the concrete wall just
above ground level.
 If you look about 12 metres North of the Sweep Buoys you will see them.
 The one on the East side is fairly rusty, but the one on the West side is galvanised and in good
condition.
 The reason you need to clip the end of the line to the East side is so that the Drummers Toggles will
line up with the Sweep Toggles.
 Get it wrong and the Drummers toggles will be about two metres out of line, which makes lining up
a bit difficult.
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